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The pilgrimage grounds on Svatý Kopeček with its “Basilica Minor“, prior’s and priest’s residence, cloister and chapel to the
Name of the Virgin Mary arose on the site of a humble shrine over
the years 1669–1679 and 1714–1717. The author of the church
project was Giovanni Pietro Tencalla who established it as a richly
lit single-nave structure with a copula, longitudinal presbytery and
two rows of side chapels. The huge western double tower faces
the mother Premonstratensian monastery and provides spectacular views of the surrounding countryside. The residential areas on
the side were later also set out according to the plan by Domenico
Martinelli. The interior of the church evokes attention through
the stucco décor of the vaults whose robust modelling indicates
the early Baroque period. These were created by a team of North
Italian specialists under the supervision of Quirigo Castelli. The
iconography of the wall paintings was suggested for the painter
Johann Steger, the founder of Moravian Baroque painting, by the
Olomouc Augustinian Anton Martin Lublinsky in the year 1677.
The frescos in the chapels illustrate the legend as to the origin
of the pilgrimage site and the founding of the church. The copula
contains depictions of Old Testament heroes as predecessors
of the Virgin Mary. Amongst the more recent layers of décor are
the masterful paintings with personifications of four continents
by Johann Christoph Handke in the Spherical dome of the copula
from the year 1731.
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St. Catherine’s Church

A single nave gothic church from the third quarter of the 14th
century originally belonging to the adjoining Dominican monastery.
Amongst its most precious architectural aspects are its five part
vaulted right angled closure to the choir with embedded corner
vaults and the deeply recessed profiled entrance portal with a high
spiral gablet. Both construction details have a direct contact with
the top architecture of the Luxembourg period and rank with the
work of the construction group of the Olomouc Bishop Johann Volek.
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The Chapel of St. Jerome

The existence of a Town Hall chapel, completed in the year 1488,
is indicated from outside by a three-sided oriel window on the
eastern wing of the building. Its sculptural details – grotesque
gargoyles on the moulding, as well as gargoyles in the form of
animal heads and a console with a representation of the builder
– have their stylistic origin in the circle around the Viennese sculptor Nicolaus Gerhaert of Leyden. An analogy for the architectural

This chapel, hidden inside the
triumphant column, was completed in the first stage of the
construction prior to the year
1733, when the initiator and
architect for the project Wenzel
Render died. It was later consecrated at the completion of the
entire column in the year 1754.
The intimate interior is decorated with six reliefs by Phillipp Sattler with figural scenes from Old
Testament sacrifices as well as
Christ’s crucifixion as an expression of the culminating sacrifice
of the New Testament.

the construction was gradually the work of several master builders, from whom Jakob Kettenreiter established the triple-nave and
roofed it (1443). The main contribution to the work on the vaults
and the presbytery was carried out by the Parler follower Claus
von Aachen (1483). Its construction elements, in particular the
window tracery and relief keystones indicate a connection with
the Viennese group around the St. Stephen’s Cathedral. While the
central nave of the presbytery is vaulted according to the webbed
model, both side aisles have unique jumping vaults. The participation of another master Nicolaus was limited to the insertion of
the organ loft with one area of ringed vaults (1508). Prior to the
year 1540 ringed vaults were introduced to the area between
the towers, reminiscent of the example of the Riding Staircase of
Vladislav’s Hall at the Prague Castle.

13 »The Church of the Immaculate
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St. Moritz Church

This Olomouc town parish church is one of the most significant examples of late Gothic architecture in Moravia. Its architectural plan
is dominated by the western façade with its two asymmetrical towers which have not only uneven proportions, but are also concluded
differently – the foremost older southern tower has an attica while
the northern is crowned by an eight-sided additional storey. The
façade connects onto an almost square hall three-naved structure
with simple ribbed vaults, brought to a close with a presbytery with
a three-part ending.
The construction work began with the northern tower with a Trinity
chapel on the ground floor (1412), whose star and webbed vaults
are connected with the high Parler tradition. The continuation of

Conception of the Virgin Mary

This original convent church of the Bernardine monastery now
belongs to the Olomouc Dominicans. It was built on the grounds
of the former Bělidla neighbourhood outside the town walls over
the years 1453–1468 on a site where apparently two years early
the Bernardine missionary John of Capestrano had preached. The
church has a square nave, designed as a triple-naved hall, with
a longitudinal five-sided closed presbytery next to it which has been
preserved in its basic construction in its original state. Parts of the
church of particular interest include authentic roof timbers of the
high tent roofs of the nave and the ridge roofs of the presbytery. The
look of the interior is formed by a historically significant collection
of gothic-renaissance wall paintings from the turn of the 15th and
16th centuries.

The Church of the Visitation
to the Virgin Mary
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St. Stephen’s Church

This the original abbey chapel of the Premonstratensian monastery
at Hradisko acquired the function of a parish church after its dissolution by Joseph II. Thanks to this it was, along with the ceremonial hall of the prelature, the only interior to be preserved in more
or less untouched form. The floor plan of the church in the shape
of a twisted oval has always raised numerous questions as to its
authorship. The high baroque character of the structure is also
supported by the dynamic curve of the roof crowned by a sanctus
turret. The architect has traditionally been looked for in the circle of
great names of the Prague and Viennese Baroque – amongst those
considered have been Johann
Blasius Santini, Kilian Ignaz
Dienzenhofer, Johann Lukas
Hildebrandt or the pair of
Giovanni Pietro Tencalla and
Domenico Martinelli. Archive
research finally came to the
conclusion that the builder
of the church was a less
famous Italian Carlo Reyna,
living in Rokytnice in Bohemia.
The ruling abbot at the time
Robert Sancius hired him for
the construction work which
took place over the years
1726–1731.
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Cathedral

Mon - Sun	  7.00 - 18.00
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The Church of the Virgin Mary of the Snow
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The Chapel of
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St. Moritz Church

Mon - Sun	  7.00 -  18.00
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Churches and chapels

arrangement of the chapel can
in contrast be found in the work
of Jakob of Landshut, one of the
creators of the Strasbourg cathedral. The interior is brought to
a close by an elaborate vaulted
ceiling above a rhomboidshaped floor plan, passing at the
oriel window to a spiral pattern,
the first of its kind north of the
Danube.

The construction of the future bishopric cathedral was begun prior
to the year 1107 by the Olomouc appanage prince Svatopluk,
whose son Wenzel later turned it over, still unfinished, to Bishop
Jindřich Zdík. The church was consecrated under Zdík’s patronage
on the 30th of June 1131. Only the western double towers, now
hidden under a neo-gothic covering, an inaccessible crypt under the
original apse and the triple-naved look have been preserved from
the original flat-ceilinged Romanesque basilica. Parts of the wider
grounds of the church included the buildings for the former Romanesque bishop’s and chapter house, today known as Přemyslid
Palace. After a fire in the year 1204, the basilica was vaulted for
the first time and a connected first range of external prismatic buttresses were added. After another fire in the year 1265, during the
period of Bishop Bruno von Schauenburg, extensive early gothic reconstruction took place. The peripheral masonry of the triple-naved
part and the high cathedral windows with post-classical tracery, a
new supporting system of buttresses on a trapezoidal floor-plan as
well as the inner vaulted ribs come from this period. The still preserved ribbed vaults of the hall triple-naved structure were added to

per floor of the original Romanesque tower of the Přemyslid Castle.
Dean Kaspar Florentius von Glandorf had it built prior to the year
1751 as his own private oratory, only accessible from the building of
the capitulary deanery. The interior of the chapel was reconstructed
in the historicizing spirit in the year 1876.
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the structure in the first half of the 14th century during the time of
Bishop Johann Volek.
The Renaissance enriched the silhouette of the church with a no
longer existing dominant central tower facing forward as well as
the advanced architecture of the chapel of St. Stanislaus at the
southern façade all thanks to the endeavours of Bishop Stanislaus Pavlovsky. Pavlovsky’s successor Cardinal Franz von Dietrichstein was the driving force for a new construction project over the
years 1616–1618 of an unusually spacious roll-vaulted presbytery
designed in all probability by the Italian architect Andrea Spezza,
who later participated in the construction of the Waldstein Palace
in Prague. This was followed by the classicist adaptations of Johann Sarkander Thalherr from the year 1803 which once again
affected the front of the western tower.
The cathedral‘s definitive look with the characteristic southern
high tower and the choir chapel of the Saints Cyril and Methodius
opposite came about over the years 1883–1892 with extensive
reconstruction work in the historicizing neo-gothic spirit. The floor
plan of the cathedral attained the symbolic shape of a Latin cross
expressing the idea of the intersection of two churches, the old
and the new. This regothicizing culminated under the conceptual
leadership of Archbishop Friedrich von Fürstenberg with architect
Gustav Meretta’s thorough transformation of the façades inspired
by the look of the similarly restored Paris church of St. Clotilde.
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St. Anne’s Chapel

A single-naved late Renaissance structure with a five-sided termination served in the past as the site for the elections of the
Olomouc bishops. Its present form is partially a result of its older
Gothic core, but mainly due to reconstruction work carried out
by the capitulary provost Martinus Wenzel von Greifenthal in the
year 1617. In connection with the regothicization of the cathedral,
the chapel in the year 1885 was shortened through losing its
final vault span, its façades including the sculptural decorative
elements were dismantled and reverently moved to their present
location. The central motif of the façade remained the marble
sculpture of the titular figure of Saint Anne from the first half of
the 17th century.
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St. Barbara’s Chapel

This Baroque chapel whose cupola dominates the northern front
of Wenceslas Square emerged through an adaptation to the up-

The Church of the Virgin Mary
of the Snow

The façade of the former residence church of the Olomouc Jesuits
shines today as a unique example of dynamic Baroque architecture as is also known from St. Nicholas Church in the Malá Strana
area of Prague. Both churches were worked on by the architect
Michael Joseph Klein from Nysa in Silesia and the master builder
Lukas Kleckel. The master stonemason Wenzel Render created the
majestic portico with wreathed columns while the workshop of the
sculptor David Zürn created the statue of the Virgin Mary as well as
the collection of saints in the alcoves. The conception of the interior
space of the church with its wide nave and two rows of side chapels
reflects the model of Vignola’s church Il Gesù.
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Corpus Christi Chapel

This chapel with an oval shape, situated between the school
building of the old university and the Jesuit boarding school on
Univerzitní street from the years 1721–1724 is the work of the
Olomouc architect Johann Jakob Kniebandel. The approach to the
space recalls Bernini’s church San Andrea al Quirinale in Rome.
The iconography of the overall conception of the painting and
sculptural décor of the theme of the legendary victory of Jaroslav
of Sternberg over the Kumans which supposedly took place in the
year 1241 near Olomouc is particularly impressive. The Olomouc
painters Johann Christoph Handke and Johann Drechsler along
with the sculptor Phillipp Sattler co-operated on the artwork.
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IC Olomouc provides the following services:

1. Tourist information and accommodation
– tourist information about Olomouc and the environs
– travel information
– guide services
– daily tours of the Town Hall tower at 11 am and 3 pm
– tours of the Town Hall including entrance into the tower
2. Information about cultural, social and sports events
– advanced ticket sales for cultural events taking place in Olomouc
3. Sales of souvenirs and maps
4. Information about the activities of the city government and other institutions
within the territory of the city
5. EUROPE DIRECT – European information centre

Olomouc Region

St. Michael’s Church

Thanks to its position on the summit of the Olomouc hill and primarily due to its characteristic cupola on an eight-sided tambura,
St. Michael’s Church is the most visible object in the Olomouc
panorama. This the first Moravian cupola example of architecture
from the 1673–1699, originally the property of a Dominican
monastery, was designed by Giovanni Pietro Tencalla and later
the Viennese Domenico Martinelli, making use of an older gothic
structure. The single nave interior of the church is expanded on
the sides by chapels and closed on the east by an oblong presbytery. Only one of the gothic spans in the sacristy dating back
to the middle of the 13th century and the bell tower established
in the year 1482 have been preserved from the older medieval
church. A gothic cloister with a chapel dedicated to St. Alexis was
also adjoined to the southern side of the church. Certain sections

Ostrava

Prague

Olomouc
Brno

The Chapel of St. John
Sarkander

The latest of the significant Olomouc ecclesiastical architectural
buildings is this historicizing work of the architect Eduard Sochor
from the years 1908–1912. The neo-baroque structure is inspired
by the Czech Dienzenhofer tradition, and came into being on the
site of the chapel of All Holy Martyrs which had earlier replaced
the old town prison. Above the preserved underground apse, the
architect created a majestic new structure, topped by a cupola
with a lantern which lets in a ray of light through a circular opening in its floor down to the basement onto the preserved relics of
Sarkander’s martyrdom.
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Horní náměstí (Upper Square) – The Town Hall
Opening hours: daily 9 am – 7 pm
infocentrum@olomouc.eu
Tel.: +420 585 513 385, +420 585 513 392, Fax: +420 585 220 843
http://tourism.olomouc.eu
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of the vaults in the presbytery are early examples of the employment of the beautiful style in architecture.
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The Capuchins who arrived
in Olomouc at the invitation of Bishop Franz von
Dietrichstein in the year
1615 could only build their
own church after the end
of the Thirty Years War.
Over the years 1655–1661
a simple church was built
according to the strict
rules of the order which
however stands out above
the surrounding buildings
due to its majestic triangular gable dominating the
entire southern side of the
Lower Square.
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A tourism card
that saves you money!
A tourism card valid for 48 hours or 5 days, in Olomouc, in Central
Moravia and Jeseníky:

ADMISSION FREE: Castles, chateaux, museums, zoos,
Olomouc city public transport, minigolf, adrenalin attractions and others
DISCOUNTS: Aqua-parks, spa treatments, caves, restaurants, accommodation and others
The card can be purchased at information centres and from other
authorised sellers.

More information at: www.olomoucregioncard.cz

OLOMOUC region CARD

The historical city of Olomouc has always been the traditional
home to a number of ecclesiastical institutions. It became the
seat of the re-established Moravian bishopric as early as the year
1063 and soon after the first Olomouc monastery of Benedictines
at Hradisko was founded in the year 1078; the oldest monastery
in Moravia. Up until the Enlightenment reorganisation of religious
life at the end of the 18th century, the number of ecclesiastical
buildings continually increased in numbers. The so-called reforms
of Josephinism finally resulted in their gradual dissolution and in
some cases their complete extinction. One of these was for example the historical church of St. Blaise which based upon a range
of evidence was probably the most ancient building of its kind
within the territory of the town. A church with an archaic irregular
rhomboid-shaped structure stood on today’s Blažejské náměstí
(Blaise Square), the appearance of which is only known thanks to
graphic documentation from the beginning of the 19th century.
Written sources, however, indicate that the oldest Olomouc church
was the original bishop’s church of St. Peter which was located
somewhere near where Wurmova and Křížkovského streets meet
at Předhradí (the outer ward). This modest sized shrine with a
central ground plan where the tradition of the Moravian see of St.
Methodius was renewed, was also possibly of Great Moravian origin. Its bishop’s function was soon after taken over by the basilica
of St. Wenceslas on nearby Dómské návrší (Cathedral Hill). The
old St. Peter’s church was later destroyed in order to make room
for an Augustinian gothic monastery which was finally demolished
at the beginning of the 19th century.
At present the silhouettes of the numerous churches, monasteries
and chapels make up a significant part of the panorama of the
historical city centre and its surroundings. Olomouc ecclesiastical
architecture is also known for the regular employment of the most
advanced stylistic features at the time the various structures were
built. The Romanesque, Gothic and Baroque styles were brought
to Olomouc by builders from a range of church institutions with
only Enlightenment classicism being an exception. Renaissance
architecture came to Olomouc in the civic spirit and built upon the
work of painting and artistic crafts initiated by humanistic intellectuals from the circle around the cathedral chapter.
We will begin our tour of Olomouc churches and chapels with
St. Wenceslas Cathedral. We will continue across Předhradí and
Michalský vrch (Michael’s Hill) to the Lower and Upper Squares.
The tour of the inner town will symbolically come to a close with
the parish church of St. Moritz to be followed by historical buildings outside the town walls, at Bělidla, Hradisko Monastery and on
Svatý Kopeček (The Holy Hill).

St. Wenceslas Cathedral
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The project was co-ﬁnanced using the funds of the Olomouc Region and the EU Structural Funds through
the Common Regional Operational Programme.

